Every one of our members is committed to providing the highest standard of care to their patients but huge disparities exist in terms of financial reserves and access to high quality continuing education, including the opportunity to attend WSAVA World Congress. WSAVA Congress Grants enable us to support a limited number of Member Representatives from associations with limited funds to travel to Congress each year. In addition to strengthening their association’s participation in our global community, the Member Representatives benefit from the outstanding learning on offer and take it back to share with their fellow members.

Please help us to fund these Congress Grants. Your donation will help to raise global standards of veterinary care and will be matched with funding from the WSAVA New Initiatives Fund.

Please contact WSAVA CEO Arpita Bhose at yourwsava@wsava.org for more information.
Dra Guillermi Manigot, Member Representative for the Asociacion de Veterinarios Especializados en Animales de Compania de Argentina, attended WSAVA World Congress 2018 in Singapore, thanks to a Congress Grant.

"Without the grant, I would not only have missed the opportunity to represent my country in the assembly meeting but I would also have missed a superb learning experience which gave me the chance to work with peers from around the world on initiatives to support our profession globally.

"I took back to my colleagues many new approaches and ideas in different aspects of veterinary practice from which we and our patients continue to benefit."

Dr Ntombi Mudenda, Chair of the Zambian Veterinary Association, attended WSAVA World Congress 2019 in Toronto, thanks to a Congress Grant.

"Congress provided a great platform for interaction with fellow professionals and it was comforting to find that we share many challenges and encouraging to hear how others are dealing with them. The lectures were impressive and practical and brought me up to speed in terms of state-of-the-art diagnostic and treatment options in many areas of veterinary medicine.

"Being at Congress was awesome networking experience. I returned to our association with 'bag' of opportunities for our members to utilize including online CE and access to great resources including the Plumbs app. I also met many speakers whom we will be calling on to offer CE and to contribute to our own annual conference."